teaching architecture
innovative approaches

27.01.2020 - 31.01.2020
Last Date for registration 15.01.2020

27.01
Artist Manu Jose
Founder, ME and You Foundation, Thrissur

28.01
Prof. Pradnya Chauhan
Architect and Educator, Mumbai

29.01
Prof. Jayashree Deshpande
Director, Council of Architecture Training & Research Centre, Pune

30.01
Er. Hashim K Abdul Azeez
Assistant Professor, KMEA College of Architecture, Cochin

31.01
Dr. K.S. Ananthakrishna
Dean, CMR University, Bangalore

Convened by: Prof. Jayashree Deshpande, Director, COA-TRC, Pune
Coordinated by: Prof. Kerstin Frick, Principal, SCMS SOA, Cochin

Workshop brief:
The realm of teaching Architecture is challenging and has to adopt and deal with altered student behavior and raising academic demands. Teaching methods and approaches have to be critically re-examined and adapted to the rapidly changing academic environment.

As Architecture can no longer be seen in isolation, inter-disciplinary collaboration between architecture, humanities and other relevant fields have to become an integral part of teaching.

Workshop objectives:
Strengthen the confidence of faculty in teaching and performing
Address the core areas of challenges faced in Architectural teaching and Provide possible alternate approaches
Encourage interdisciplinary collaboration
Upgrading skills pertaining to academic research

Registration process:
Teachers/architects who wish to register for the training program either under Collaborative Training Program (CTP) or as independent individual may do so by filling up the attached Google form.

Registration fees (Independent individual registration):
Rs. 10,000/- (inclusive of delegate kit, course material and lunch + site visits if scheduled),
Rs. 15,000/- (inclusive of delegate kit, course material, accommodation on sharing basis, breakfast, lunch & dinner + site visits if scheduled)

Only in case nominated teachers registered for this program under CTP, require provision of accommodation, the facility of accommodation on sharing basis, breakfast and dinner for five days can be availed of by payment of Rs. 5,000/- per head by online payment/ bank challan.

Kindly mail back scanned images of the proof of payment together with application form duly authenticated by HOD/Principal on tpcoa@trc.pune@gmail.com, directorcoatrc@gmail.com and saatrc@scmsgroup.org.

For Online Payment / Bank Challan please follow the following link: https://eazypay.icicibank.com/homePage (Enter Institution Name="COUNCIL OF ARCHITECTURE")

Link for Application Form: https://goo.gl/forms/wAW12nJKpVKBDGHp1

Note: Registration with/without accommodation shall be confirmed on receipt of payment towards the accommodation/registration.

Kindly send the hard copy of registration form and receipt of online payment / bank challan (as applicable) on the following address for the confirmation of participation.

For more details please contact our local Co-ordinator:
Ar. Ravishhita Sasikala. +91 8489524962
Email id: saatrc@scmsgroup.org

Prof. Jayashree Deshpande, Director,
Council of Architecture Training & Research Centre (COA-TRC),
Academic Wing of Council of Architecture
2nd Floor, A-4 (B), Abhimanshree, Off Pashan Road,
Pune – 411008, Maharashtra, India
Ph. No. 0-9764-000-352